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Introduction
A stress assisted martensitic t ransformatio n f rom the BCC ~.structure to the orthorhombic u" phase has previously been reported in the commercial ~-Ti alloy,
Ti - 10V- 2Fe - 3AI (1). The transformation i s "assisted", or "induced" by relatively low stress leve ls ( on the order of 25 0 MPa), and can accommodate as much as
5-6 % strain before the true, or dislocation, yield point i s reached. Such a behavior is clearly a prerequisite f or shape memory, but by itself is not suffi cient . Other requirements, which Ti- 10V- 2Fe-3Al also satisfies, are that the specific volume of the parent and martensite phases be nearly identical, and that
the martensitic transformation be thermoelastic, and not "burst", i n nature.
Another proposed requirement for shape memory is t hat the parent phase, and thus
the martens ite, must be ordered (2,3). Common shape memory alloys such as NiTi
and the p- brasses clearly fulfil l this last requirement. An apparent exception
to this rule is an Ti - 35Nb alloy, which though not ordered, has been reported to
exhibit a significant shape memory behavior (4). The purpose of this paper, is
to present some observations of shape memory in Ti - 10V- 2Fe - 3AI. The emphasis
here will be placed on describing the physical manifestations of the effect. A
more detailed study is underway to understand the u " ... ~ r evers ion transformation, and will be reported upon in a later publication (5).
Experimental
The material used in this study was taken from a commercially produced ingot
from RMI. The composition of the ingot was reported as:
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The p- transus temperatu're o f this heat was metallographically determined as
800°C. Al l material used in this study was in the p - solution treated and quenched condi tion. Solution treatment was done in argon at 850°C for 30 minu t es, and
quenching was done into agitated water. Investigation of t he as - quenched struc ture revealed a large, equiaxed ~ - grain structure, with very fine athermal w particles or modulations.
Dimensional changes during deformation and shape memory treatments were deter mined by monitoring the mi gration of scr i be marks with the aid of a measuring
microscope. Dilatometry results were obtained in a Netzch dilatometer modified
to improve low temperature accuracy. The back- stress tensile experiments were
done in a servo - hydraulic Instron machine operating in the load controlled mode;
strains were then measured by monitoring the actuator position as the actuator
moved to maintain the set load. Torsion tests we re conducted in a "homemade"
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rig. using an angular transducer to measure strain. In both the back- stress and
the torsion work , specimens were heated using two hot air quns capable of heating the specimens to 300·C with in 3 min utes. Specimen temperatures were recorded
through a thermocoup le we l ded to the specimen surfaces.
Results and Discussion
Gauge lengths from tensile specimens wer e removed after deformations or 0- 6 X.
and placed in a dilatometer. Upon heating. the specimens were found t o contract,
restoring their original geometry (Figure 1). The temperatures at which shape
recovery begi ns and ends are customarily called the A and the AF temperatur es;
they are, in this case, 166·C and 240~C r espectively.sFi gure 1 also shows that
no reverse shape c hange , or return to the deformed geometry, was noted during
subsequent coo ling; the memory movement is entirely an irreversible one- way effect. This shou l d be expected since the M temperature in thi s particular alloy
is bel ieved to be bel ow _170°C (1,5). Thesunusually large A , A , M ,M hysterises o f this alloy i s thought t o be due to a competition bltweEn iRe fErmation
of 0" and the extant athe rmal w phase formed du r ing quenching (S).
By changing the di l atometer heating rate , it was found that t he most complete
shape recoveries were obtained by the fas t e st heating rates (Figure 2). The fastest heati ng rate meas ured during these t e sts was established by i mmerson in
molten salt, and recording only the leng ths before and after immersion. using
this method of heati ng, the magnitude o f the intial strain was changed, to obtain
an indication how efficient the memory ef fect was as a fUnction of strain. The
results (Figure 3) show that perfect r e cover y of strains le ss than 3 X was pos sible, and that recovery of s tra i ns beyond 5 % was extremely l imited.
Experi ments also were done to measure the shape recovery with an external load
res i s t ing the r ecovery, and thUS, determine the work that the movement could
produce. specimens deformed i n tension were heated with various fixed tensile
stresses applied, a s described above, and exemplified in Figure 4 . Loads less
than 100 Mfa were found t o have no measurable influence o n the recovery process,
whi l e loads above 250 Mfa were found to essentially preven t shape recovery . The
maximum work measured (a s determined by stress times recovered strain) was 0.43
Joule per gram , which is about one hal f of that measured i n NiTi (6) . This value
corresponded to 60 % recovery o f a strain of 2.S %, against an applied load of
142 MPa . Two o ther differences were noted between "free " and "constrained" re covery. First, AF was found to increase subtantial ly. while A o ften decreased.
Secondly. a small reversible , two- way effect (about O.S %) waH observed with
back stresses of about 150 MPa . App~ren t ly at this poi n t the applied load was
able to i nfluence the orientations o f martensite which were forming during cool ing; or, i n other words, the martensite was being "as s isted" during cooling by
the applied stress, thereby reproducing the original tensile strain.
The memory recovery was also measured in torsion. A typical torsional tempera ture-strain curve i s shown i n Figure 5. The most notable difference between this
curve a nd the tension curves such as is shown in Figure 1 is that a two- way e ffect, or reversi ble memory movement was observed in torsion, without an externa ll y applied stress. The same tests we r e conducted usi ng ho l low tors ion specimens
to reduce the strain i nho~ogeniety, and t he t wo - way movement was eliminated.
Thus the two - way effe c t seen in torsion s e e ms to be just a manife station of the
two - way effect seen in the back- stress experiments. From Fi gure 2, one can see
that the completion of recovery is de pe nd e nt on strain , or in the case o f the
t o r sion specimen, on the radial distance f r om the specimen center. Mate r i a l near
the ce n ter o f a solid s pecimen vi i i try to r eturn 100 % of t he original deformation a ngle, whi l e materi al near the outer diameter wi l l ha ve a certain amoun t of
permanent deformation, and thus resist returning to the origi na l geometry ; the
ne t e ffect is that the outside of the specimen acts as an external load working
against the inside. Clearly when o ne uses a hollow specimen, with better defined
strains, the recovery is more homogenious, and no two-way effect is observed.
Spec imens deformed i n bendi ng gave results quite simila r to those deformed in
torsion .
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It has been conventionally believed that ordering is a requirement for s hape me mory (2,3). The wisdom for this belief is sound; there are 24 variants of the
"~ ~ ~ transformation (4). only one of which restores the original shape. An ordered matrix means that one of these p variants is prefered since only the original variant restores a perfectly ordered parent phase. Thus ordering provides
the mechanism o f memory.
In Ti - l OV- 2Fe - 3Al, as well as in Ti - 35 Nb . the parent phase is not chemically
ordered, and thus the "memory" of the original p variant i s dependent on other
means, such as the disl ocation networks and residual s t ress f ie lds surrounding
the martensite plates. One s hould be reminded , however , that the athermal w modulations found in the ~ s olution treated condit ion bear some resemblance to
ordering; in a sense, they are a structural ordering (7). It is certainly not
clear that the w modulations should have any e ffect on the "" ... p transformation,
bu t it i s neve rtheless interesting to note that both Ti-35Nb and Ti-lO- 2- 3 athermally decompose to w on quenching. Whatever the chief mechanism is, be it dislocations, residual stresses, or w orderi ng, it is c le ar that reasonably large me mory effects can be produced without chemical ordering.
Conclusions
A one - way shape memory with an unusual ly large temperature hysteresi s has been
reported in the disordered ~-Ti alloy, Ti - IOV-2Fe- 3Al. The effect produces 100 %
recove ry of strains up to 3. X. and is operable between 166·C and 240·C. Al though the effect was found to be completely irrevers ib l e in tension, a small
revers ib le compone nt was det ected i n deformation modes having an inhomogen eous
cha racter , such as torsion and bending.
The high transformation temperatures and irreversible nature o f the transformation make the a l loy a potentially interesting candidate for certain jOining applications since it would not be necessary to deform and store coup lings in liquid nitrogen . On the other hand, the stresses generated by the effect are currently small compared to NiTi and the p- brass alloys. so it may not be possible
to genera te the for ces required f or sound coupling. The t wo- way effect has some
po tential usefulne ss, but suffers from instability prOblems; the 0''' phase is apparently s tabilized by relatively short exposures to temperatures in the 200·C
range, and thus the memory effect is destroyed . With additional work , the se
problems could possibly be solved , or at least molli fied .
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FIG . 2

The dependence of recovered

strain on heating rate, after

an original 2.4 % deformation.
The highest heating rate was
obtained by s alt hath heating
( > lO Ge/a), the other data
points are from a dilatometer.
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FIG . 3

Recovered strai n as a function
of initial strain, with heat-
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Sh ape recovery against an appl ied load. Segment A-B represents the initial deformation; segment B-C unloading to the des ired se t point load; segment C-O the
strai n recovered against the s et load ; segment O-E t he natural thermal contraction during cool ing to room temperature; and segment E- F the fi nal unloadi ng.
Tbe parallelogram F- E- C-H represents the total work done during recovery.
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FIG. 5

Strain s ho wn as a function of temperature a fter a n i niti a l tensi l e
deformation of e • 3. 4 %. Initial
hea ting produces a 50 % recovery
of the original 3.5 % strain. subsequent cooling and heating produces a closed "two-way" hysteresis
l oop .
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